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2016 Plant Systematics Plant Collecting 
Black Hills State University 
 
You will be collecting 15 weedy and/or agricultural plants outside of Lawrence county, SD.  Of these, 
10 will be mounted on herbarium paper and submitted for grading and deposition into the BHSU 
herbarium or teaching collection.  This assignment is worth 100 points.  Pressed plants will be due in 
mid-late October, and the mounted plant collection will be due in late November.  Final due dates will 
depend on weather and access to BHSU laboratory space.  (If you are unable to travel outside Lawrence 
county, please talk to the instructors to arrange an alternate collecting project.) 
 
You will be graded on the following: 
 

1.  Pressing quality:  all parts needed for identification present (roots, stems, leaves, reproductive 
parts); some leaves turned over; plant looks “nice”;  any trimming leaves important diagnostic 
features. 
 

2. Mounting quality:  label in bottom right corner; stamp on top; no excess glue; oriented 
attractively on sheet. 

 
3.  Label:  proper plant identification; no spelling or grammatical errors; appropriate site and plant 

ID information. 
 

4.  Field notes:  includes appropriate collecting details such as GPS coordinates, collectors, date, 
site description, plant descriptions, etc. (see example). 

 
5. Photo of site(s) that shows habitat. 

 
Plant collecting and mounting overview: 
 
Why collect plant specimens? 

- Vouchers (document that you properly identified plant; future researchers can thoroughly 
examine it) 

- Type specimen: “the” individual upon whom all species IDs determined 
- Document historical distribution 
- Trace spread of invasive species 
- Show loss of rare species 

 
 
Collecting 

- First, do no harm—make sure the population is somewhat reasonably large so that you won’t 
damage it by removing a portion (general rule is “1 in 20”--only collect 1 plant for every 20 
present).  Do not trespass. 

- Collect representative sample (not the “most special” or “easiest”).  Collect a sample that will 
fill—but not overflow—an herbarium sheet. 

- Get roots, stem, and leaves if possible—if you can’t get everything, make sure you get the parts 
needed for identification. 

- Get reproductive parts if possible. 
- Make good collecting notes while you are in the field. 
- If possible, press plants right away. 
- If not possible to press plants right away, store in plastic bags that are appropriately sized; add a 

damp paper towel to bag but otherwise keep plants dry to decrease risk of rotting; keep in a 
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shady place and refrigerate if possible (but be warned that refrigerators have a nasty tendency to 
freeze if you aren’t careful!). 

- Ideally, give every plant its own bag—especially if you think important plant parts will fall off 
while being stored.  If individual bags aren’t practical, it is essential that only plants from the 
same site share a bag.   

- Label, label, label!!!!  Make sure the bag or plant is clearly labeled with collection locality and 
date. 

 
Field notes (an example entry is provided as a separate file) 

- An herbarium specimen without documentation is worthless.  So be sure to make notes while 
you are in the field.   

- Waterproof notebooks are often used for herbarium plant colleting.  In this class, any notebook 
works. 

- Notes should include the following information: 
 

Site notes 
- Date of collection 
- Name of collector(s) (including other members of group) 
- Location:  enough information for future researchers to locate the area.  Include country, state, 

and county; GPS coordinates.  
- Habitat description—substrate, other plants present, notable features, etc.  
- Record information about the microenvironment (e.g., roadside, riparian area; damp depression). 
- It’s okay to include personal information that may be relevant to remembering a site.  For 

example, “the mosquitoes were terrible here” or “we ate lunch under a really big elm tree and 
took a short nap before collecting.” 

- Photo(s) of site 
 
Plant collection notes 
- Give each plant a collecting number and record this in your notes.  For this class, you will use 

your last name and number plants consecutively:  Ramsey 1, Ramsey 2, Ramsey 3, etc. 
- Record important information about the plant that will be lost once it is dried or that isn’t evident 

from the sample (e.g., flower color, odor, growing pattern). 
- Plant description—make notes on growth form, bark color/texture, odor; consider taking a photo. 
- Record preliminary identification (if not confident with identification, say so in notes; you may 

also have several guesses).  Field notes are for your use so it is okay if they aren’t “perfect.” 
 
 
Pressing 

- Plants are placed in wooden presses that are tightly closed with straps to ensure they dry flat. 
- Plants are placed between ventilators (cardboard) and sometimes blotters (absorbent material) to 

ensure they dry quickly. 
- Each individual plant is placed within a sheet of newspaper that is labeled with collection 

number, locality, date, collector, and species ID (if known).  This is to ensure species collecting 
data is not lost. 

- When placing a plant in the press, consider how the mounted plant will fit on herbarium paper.  
Conveniently, this is the same size as the folded newspaper and ventilator.  A label will go on the 
bottom right corner, and there should be some room left at the margins of the paper. 

- It may be necessary to bend and fold the plant to fit.  However, as our first botany professor said, 
“Respect the dignity of the plant.”  Although looks aren’t the first priority for an herbarium 
sheet, it is nice for a mounted plant to look attractive.  
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- Use your best judgment to trim off unnecessary pieces—(i.e., overlapping leaves; parts that 
won’t lie flat).  Consider leaving some remnants so that it is clear what was trimmed.  You want 
the herbarium sheet to capture the important identification features of the specimen. 

- Flip several leaves over while pressing.  Proper identification often requires features on both the 
front and back of leaves. 

- Make sure reproductive parts are visible. 
- Make sure other important features are visible. 
- Tip:  Fresh plant material can be frustratingly resistant to artful arrangement.  If it isn’t 

cooperating, arrange plant parts as best as possible, and then squish them between two ventilators 
for a few minutes or put them in the plant press for an hour or so.  At that point, the plant may 
“behave” better. 

 
Drying 

- The goal is to dry the plants in the press as quickly as possible.  In our class, plant presses will be 
placed in drying ovens.  The warm air will circulate and dry the plants within a few days.  
Because they dry quickly, we will not use blotters but only cardboard ventilators. 

- In “real life,” plant presses should be placed in a warm, dry location.  Blotters will help with 
drying.  If they aren’t drying quickly, damp blotters (and maybe newspaper) should be replaced 
daily. 

 
Mounting 

- Dried plants will be attached to archival paper.  The goal is the keep plant parts from breaking 
off when people look at them (herbarium sheets can last hundreds of years!). 

- When attaching the plant to the herbarium paper, be sure to leave space at the bottom right 
corner for the label; ideally, there will also be space left around the margins.  It may be necessary 
to do some additional trimming. 

- Glue is the main substance used to attach plants.  The goal is to have adequate glue to keep 
everything attached, but not so much glue that it is oozing and obstructing features and looking 
messy.  There is definitely and art to this! 

- Once the plant is glued to the paper, care must be taken that it dries flat.  Further directions on 
this will be provided in lab. 

- Sometimes, glue is not adequate to firmly attach plant parts.  In those cases, adhesive strips or 
thread may be needed. 

- Important plant parts may be vulnerable to falling off (e.g., seeds, small flowers).  These should 
be placed in a small envelope and glued to the herbarium sheet. 

- If you do not have labels ready at this time, it is essential that you properly identify the mounted 
plant.  In pencil, lightly write the plant collection number (and perhaps locality and date) in the 
place where the label will ultimately be glued. 

 
Labels 

- It is important to include the collecting information that you wrote in your field notebook onto 
the collecting label.  You will probably want to abbreviate some of the details. 

- A template will be provided.  Fill in the information and print the label onto archival paper.  
Carefully cut the label to the correct size. 

- Glue the label onto the bottom right corner of the herbarium sheet.   
- In the future, botanists may examine this herbarium sheet.  If they disagree about identification, 

or if nomenclature changes, they will add an annotation label—however, your original label will 
always remain on the sheet. 

 
 


